
Thank You Alys
for being our 2019-2020 MQSC President! 

You have have led us through the craziest year we 
hope to never have to go through again. 



To thank you, many 
members participated 
in making you a quilt…



From choosing fabrics, to picking a pattern, to making blocks…



to deciding on the best layout…



to sewing it together…



to quilting it…   



to adding the binding…  



to making a label…



to scheming on the reveal with Kate at Bolt…



to THE REVEAL on Aug 27

A little hard to capture wearing masks… but look at the very cool cat mask 
that Kate made for alys!   It even matches the quilt!



and notice the log-carrier style quilt-carrying bag made from the leftover blocks…



Yes, it’s big…  as in 95” x 107” big…!



and the back is beautiful too…



Deana Abramowitz (2) Teresa Lewis (2)

Karen Bolan (2) Marilyn Lira (4)

Kris Brown (2) Karen Mansergh (4)

Marilyn Bruce (2) Miriam Marlin (2)

Bonnie Buckingham (2) Sue Peretti-Keith (4)

Geri Cross (2) Katina Repp (4)

Cyndi Cunningham (2) Nancy Samples (2)

Karen Derrick (12) Carole Simpkins (2)

Robin Dieter (2) Kathy Vedder (4)

Diane Ethier (2) Anne Wieler (2)

Dena Harding (2) Lline Woodall (4)

Donna Huckaby (2) Dale Yamamua (2)

Trina Jahnsen (2)

Thank You Block Makers!    Thank you Saraj Cory for  helping with 
fabric choices, pattern testing, for doing 
the exquisite binding, and for 
photographing the reveal!

Thank you Trina Jahnsen for sewing so 
many of the blocks into rows and for 
sewing the rows into the final quilt top!

Thank you to this year’s Walker Creek 
retreat participants who helped figure 
out the layout of the 72 blocks!

Thank you Lynda McClean for moving us 
to the front of your line, for your speedy 
quilting job, and for giving us a discount!

Thank you Julie Neff for making the 
wonderful label and for orchestrating the 
reveal!

Thank you Kate Barrett at Bolt Fabric 
and Home for allowing us to hold the 
reveal in your store and for helping to lure 
Alys to Cloverdale under false pretenses!  
Yes, she loves cat fabric!



ALYS, THANK YOU AGAIN FOR SO MUCH OF YOUR TIME. 
The guild wouldn’t be where we are today without you. 

And that’s a wrap…


